Vacuum-mixer dryer, reactor
Type VMT patented
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Hot / cold / pressure / vacuum reactions for dry, moist and pasty goods.
The mixer-dryer reactor is suitable for
powders, suspensions, pastes and
dough (test trials are recommended).
Drying is carried out gently but quickly,
even if different rheological consistencies occur. The dryer can be used as a
sterile apparatus. It meets the requirements of EHEDG and 3-A Sanitary
Standards.
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Heatable vapour filter with
side door (optional)
CleverCut® designed

The mixing tool
is mounted and
driven only on top

Manhole on the top, sanitary
connections for rotational
washing nozzles

Mixing chamber and mixing tool are
fully welded and polished.
The reactor is vacuum
and pressure tight and
heatable by steam,
thermal oil or water. On
request also insulated

Mixer (shaft, arms
and helix) heatable on
demand

Manhole pressure tight with bayonet
locking device; with displacer body to
avoid dead space (heatable)

Choppers can improve
the drying process by
deagglomeration (mechanically sealed)

VMT-1-7004-2014 GB

Segment ball valve cavity
reduced, vacuum and
pressure resistant

VMT 2200 made from Alloy 59

Upward moving in the periphery and
downward moving in the center

Mixing shaft, mixing arms and spiral
tool heatable on demand













































  




 
 



  
 

 




























  










  










  










  










   








    









   








    








     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     






      






      






      






      






      






      






      






      






      








































All components of the amixon®-mixers are
made in Germany. The production of the
machines takes place exclusively in the
amixon®-factory in Paderborn, Germany.
© by amixon GmbH, Paderborn. Reprinting or transfer
to electronic media only permitted after written approval.
We reserve the right to make changes due to progress in
process engineering and manufacturing technology.

amixon® GmbH

Halberstädter Straße 55
33106 Paderborn
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 5251 68 88 88 – 0
Fax: +49 (0) 5251 68 88 88 – 999
e-mail: info@amixon.com
www.amixon.com

amixon® places special importance on the pilot phase in the test centre. Your mixing processes are simulated here. This way, we support you in your product development phase. amixon® has a main test center in Paderborn (Germany). Further test centers are situated in Japan, Thailand, India, China and the USA.



